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“space | place”
\\\\
! WELCOME TO THE SECOND ISSUE OF ANYBODY ZINE !
! we did it again !
*high-fiving a thousand angels*

)(
so here we are.
here you are.
here is this zine
occupying this space
in your hands, on your screen, in front of your eyes.

ö
Whilst writing this editorial, we had a long discussion about the various exciting and bewildering philosophies behind the concepts of space and place. Kopano even had to pour
himself another glass of wine! Julia pointed out that Laban pointed out that space acts on
the body before it starts moving. But what does that even fucking mean?
We thought maybe place is a physical location. And space is an area between two things.
We thought maybe space is the framework that our ]bodies[ exist in.
We are constructing and reconstructing this framework all the time.
We thought that maybe to have a body is to negotiate the space between places.
Being a human in the world requires us to negotiate mental, conceptual, [unphysical] spaces
with our physical body in very real and immediate places.
at the end of the day
wherever you’re moving
wherever you’re dancing
wherever you take your body
it has to be somewhere
this issue is interested in that somewhere
\\\\\ /////
so ja
also – our next issue is coming up. it is going to be about rhythm.
so write your thing, make your thing, do your thing
and send it to us!
anybodyzine@gmail.com

to speak blvckness
for me
is to give birth to the stillborn traumas of air
to shape words that lie flat and constricted against the sepulcher
of my soft palette
to bastardize and desperately try to materialize
this heirloom that can find no comfortable mantle
within the carefully tortured annex of my mouth
sometimes the choked enunciations of my mother tongue
are noose enough to hang on
breathless and homeless
landless and dispossessed
the topographies of my mouth are as expropriated as the gaping
holes
from which the minerals of africa are extracted
the migrant labour of language
the reaper of death collecting corpses
from the threshold of my lips
like so much strange fruit
by sibu masters

My new home
should be the homiest home I’ve ever called home
But the mountains and the winds all feel strange
And though the people look like me
We don’t have a lot in common
Germinating with roots in different soil
My climate cold and icy
then hot and wet
Now cool and dry
And I don’t quite know what they’re saying
Speaking in our tongue
that was clipped from my mouth at my mother’s breast
She who took flight
And I, kicked from the nest,
alien to the brood
though of the same feather,
will take wing
and catch fire

choreographies of the soft palette (part ii)
by kopano maroga

talking about memories with you.
a conversation with coila-leah enderstein and nicola van straaten.
about scores, space, politics and grand pianos.
nicola: we’re sitting here with coila-leah
enderstein who has tiny thumbs. so tiny that
she made her phone password all the lowest
numbers on the keypad…
now I just told everyone.
coila: I feel like we’re on the radio.
nicola: we are. (both laugh) okay. tell us what
we’re looking at.
coila: we are looking at a
score. a publication from which
instructions to make music can
be read. a score of a piece called
‹Memories of You› by
Cornelius Cardew, who was
a British avante-garde composer.
nicola: in what time period?
coila: in the fifties to seventies. but what’s kind of interesting is that he worked for Stockhausen, this big figure in classical and electronic music in Germany, in Europe. he worked
for him for a while. but later actually criticized him in a bunch of essays for basically not
subscribing enough to leftist views, which is what Cardew did.
nicola: seems like political shifts are topical as of late.
coila: (laughs) ja. totally... it’s very easy to criticize those who don’t subscribe to your views
when you feel passionately about them. he [Cardew] actually composed quite differently
later on in his life. he’s renowned for this collection of graphic scores, which he titled
Treatise. historically a treatise is a body of work, which espouses theories about theory.
later on, more towards the 20th century, composers would write treatises on their own style
because there were so many divergences from traditional ways of composing in the 20th
century. there was scope for things like that. so he’s famous for Treatise, a collection of 100
graphic scores, which may or may not be interpreted. they are more works of art than actual scores, although someone could well interpret them in a similar way to how someone
could interpret a rorschach blotch or a piece of abstract art or any kind of graph or image at
nicola: were instructions ever accompanied
with these scores?
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coila: no. so they are sort of deconstructions of design elements of traditional notation. so…

nicola: whoah
coila: ja…
nicola: wow. this dude seems pretty extreme and amazing.

coila: ja. I mean look at that one.

nicola: beautiful.

coila: it’s just the most beautiful commentary on the arbitrariness of traditional notation.
it’s really…
nicola: wow. that one looks like a stage, it looks like a kind of orchestral…

coila: oh ja.

nicola: it’s very three-dimensional,
like a theatre.
coila: there are literally hundreds.

nicola: so which one are we looking at now?

coila: okay, back to the one we’re looking at… whoah look at this.

(nicola: whoaahhhhhhhhhh!)

coila: one of my favourite ones is just
this staff with a kink in it. like, staff line
s, these
parallel lines, with this curvy kink.

nicola: this is taking ideas of interdisciplinary art to a whole new
level. I mean he was a musician by trade, but a lot of people would
identify this as visual art or fine art.
(coila: totally.)
nicola: it’s a very holistic approach to expression.
coila: ja… anyway. we’re looking at Memories of You. I’m not sure when
it was written (1). so Memories of You is a piece that is organized
spatially around a grand piano, which is this absolute… what’s the word
for ‘symbol’ but in linguistics?
nicola: um.
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nicola: ah, I know which
word you’re talking about.
I forget now (2).

coila: well, it represents classical
music in such a strong way.

nicola: this is Saussure’s
theory… (3)
coila: so. it’s quite a potent image to use if you’re doing anything around deconstructing
things in classical music.
nicola: especially such big things.
coila: ja, it’s huge.
nicola: literally. it has the word ‘grand’ in its name. like – that’s how big it is.
coila: (laughs) ja! that’s a big part of the generative concept of our project that we did together. (4) so the instructions are here. basically it’s a grid of these images of a grand piano
in a circle of grand pianos. so there’s repeated circles enclosing the image that looks like the
shape of a grand piano. and on every circle, somewhere within the circle, there’s a little dot
and it is either coloured in black or it is empty. so the dot simply represents where in space
sounds must be made...

(1) 1964
(2) afterwards we remembered the word: signifier (obviously)
(3) signifer - you idiots!
(4) refering to ‹tome› a piece we created in 2015 for the baxter dance festival

nicola: any sound?
coila: any sound. and the filled in-ness or not of the dot, represents at which vertical level the
sound must be made. either above the floor, or at the floor level, oh – and there’s one that is
half-filled, that is both on the floor and above the floor at the same time.
nicola: wow, there are so many layers to this image.
coila: so each grid has a letter and for that letter you pick a specific sound, so there are three
letters and therefore three different types of sounds. and there are chains of these images for
each letter. and where they intersect you play both objects at the same time; (both sound-producing objects at the same time.) the score is what really excites me at the moment, just the
concept of it. so much of what I do centres around the grand piano, obviously. (laughs)
nicola: in your personal daily life, also.
coila: ja! (both laugh).
nicola: because you have a grand piano in your room.
coila: ja. I literally got a grand piano in my room so that I don’t have to hustle to get to a
grand piano, which is the instrument I’m trained to work with. because when I was studying,
I had access to a grand piano every day until midnight. and I would go into a practise room
and basically occupy it for hours and hours on end. there were no windows, there was
nothing. no décor…
nicola: what happened to that space? there was a whole space dedicated to that one object.
what was the meaning ascribed to that? was it a positive thing or a negative thing?
coila: it was dependent on the actual piano because I had favourite pianos. even though the
College of Music (5) got a whole bunch of new Kawai baby grands in either my final year or
my honours year, I can’t remember. but even within those there was variation in touch. even
though they were all the same model. and there was one room that only had the piano in it.
and I didn’t want any chairs or other pianos in the room. I could project anything I wanted on
to the space instead of having things projected on to me, which was such a great… it added to
the luxury of the whole situation. so.
when I left varsity I actually managed to procure a key for the practise rooms (laughs). and I
would go practise at the College of Music at night if I needed to. but after a while, I’d spent so
much of my time there I couldn’t actually handle being there, in the building in general. it’s
almost like maybe part of it was just this deep familiarity which eventually repelled me from
it.
(5) at the university of cape town

coila: so anyway. finding a grand piano... because a grand piano is very different to an
upright piano, it’s colour and dynamic pallets are much broader. and you know... playing
an upright piano feels like mediocrity to be honest (laughs).
nicola: or maybe that’s how it’s been shaped to feel?
coila: ja. it’s definitely been shaped to feel that way. you don’t picture an upright piano on a
big stage. it’s not glamorous…
nicola: or grand
coila: or grand. so there’s also something really striking about seeing these rows and
columns of diagrams of grand pianos. even though the piece does not require an arrangement of 25 (or however many pictures there are) of grand pianos on a stage. upon first
viewing, it evokes this image which is so overwhelming to conceive. all these countless
grand pianos! and you know, a grand piano costs… a decent grand piano will cost 200k.
coila: ‹decent› is obviously a contentious term

nicola: jesus

nicola: fuck. so it takes so many understandings of classical music and grand pianos and
all the various meanings that we associate to that entire universe that exists and has existed for so long. and it just kind of actively strips it down to this image, this stark
one-dimensional image on a computer screen. and it evokes all these histories and narratives and reactions, which is exactly what art is meant to do. it does that in quite a profound
way. do you have to be a classically trained pianist to perform a piece like this? you can
literally be anyone.
coila: you can literally be anyone and part of Cardew’s whole view which was that music
should not be an elitist bougie practise. he was part of these ensembles which involved
people who were not musicians. I think in performance it would be particularly powerful
for a pianist to do it. but actually, equally powerful for a non-pianist to do it because you
see, the piano being on stage is the anchor, the symbol that makes the piece.
and what is so great about this piece is that, even though some of the dots are above
floor-level and above the piano, you could go this entire piece without actually touching
the piano...

____________
recorded on 13.03.2016.
(transcribed by nicola & edited by julia and nicola and coila)

Too Much Remembering Leads to Forgetting
By Kai Mira
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
- T.S. Eliot, Little Gidding

Two years ago a tortured man skipped
town in the middle of the night, and with
that a love affair concluded in a way that
broke my heart. It nearly broke my mind
as well.
In an effort to process the weights of loss
that comes with any ending, and to transmute the shades of confusion and grief
that come particularly with dishonest ones,
I took to building cairns.
Humans build cairns as markers: a pile
of stones to catch the eye of a traveller
toward an otherwise overlooked turn in a
mountain trail; to pin the presence of a
human body in the landscape in a visible
way; to mark the site of a burial; and as a
burial mound itself. All of these functions
were at play in my practice: I marked a
trail across the landscape of our memories
by leaving real cairns in the places we had
inhabited together. Slowly I began to build
them wherever I found myself thinking toward him in any significant way: as a way
to externalise these internal processes, so
that I may move beyond them.
The cairns became a mnemonic bridge
between my present solitude in that
physical place, and the pasts in which we
experienced those places together.

They allowed a way to acknowledge the
overwhelming moments in which I was not
alone in my head, yet denied his physical
presence. It allowed a way for me to acknowledge him and leave him behind. The
process of gathering those stones, and of
placing them one atop the other, all held
within the passage of time in which this
activity occurred, was the alchemy that
transmuted the base metals of grief and
pining to the gold of forgiveness. Here
were the places I buried a part of his memory each time, the places in which I marked my passage through this process, and
the places in which I have now started to
celebrate in memory. For, as these cairns
began as a memorialisation of a loss, they
also chart a journey of growth.
I have left a trail of cairns upon the
landscapes of Earth as well as my mind.
And through this highly personalised,
accidentally begun, form of Practice as
Research, I have begun to draw conclusions on the ways humans negotiate the
processes of memory and the role of
the human body within these processes.
Practice as Research, or PaR, is a research
methodology taking shape within the liberal arts, in which art-making is consciously
engaged with as a means of research into
a phenomenon. It operates in the form of
what cognitive scientist Daniel Hofstadter
terms a ‘strange-loop’.

For example, in order to understand
more about the ways humans negotiate memory, one engages in ones’ own
rituals and performance praxes. These
praxes are centred on personal negotiations of remembering and forgetting.
These experiences are then articulated,
through the art-making process, product
and residue, as well as through the
language of simultaneously-engaged
theory on the subject one is exploring.
The bodies of theory a PaR researcher
works with informs the way the art-making practice is articulated in relation to
both itself and the subject, and in turn,
the art-making practice, and observations and articulations around it, inform
the way the theory is negotiated, and
renegotiated. Thus new theory is born
through art-making, and new art-making
born from theory.
***
My work arises through movement
within the physical and mnemonic
landscapes and explores the edges of
things: the edges between reality and
fiction, pasts and presences, and primarily how these are negotiated through
the dissonance between performance
practices and their forms of archiving.
In this case, it is the act of building the
cairn, not the cairn itself that functions
as memorial. The cairn is just residue. It
is the cairn that can be photographed,
and thus legitimised through archival
processes. While skilful negotiations between these articulations of the practice
and the ephemeral practices themselves
are important, I have found dwelling in
the liminal spaces the most generative.

The two year cairn-building process which has only recently
found its title, is one of my first and most extensive interrogations into the phenomenon of Liminality and its uses.
For this article, I will focus on discussing this work in
relation to observations on relationships between spaces of
Memory, and the two places they are primarily negotiated
in: that of the (document) Archive and the (embodied)
Repertoire.
Essentially, humans have developed two main ways of
keeping track of their pasts. The first way of recording
past is through the form of what performance theorist Diana Taylor terms Repertoire. The repertoire is a performed
body of memory, and an essentially oral and embodied
tradition. In its simplest form, it is the stories and ritual
choreographies we pass down from one generation to the
next, in order to understand who we are and our places
in the worlds. Memory, in the Repertoire, is embodied: you
carry your narrative of the past in your body through the
choreographies of performance and rituals you know and
the stories you have learned and may share in your turn.
These are the vocabularies we carry in our bodies.
The second way humans have come to remember is through the concept of Archive, as put forward by philosopher Jacques Derrida.

In the logocentric, materialistic Anthropocene, the Archive is the favoured way
of negotiating memory; if something is
written down or physicalised in the form
of an artefact that exists beyond the
human body, it carries a legitimacy denied
to the spoken word.
Pasts recorded in a document- a book, a
picture – are more easily considered fact.
These artefacts, stored in the Archive, are
drawn on by scholars, historians and other
members of our society with the social authorisation, when forming historical narratives. Repertoire takes on a flexibility that
our society with its post-Enlightenment
hangover finds difficult to deal with. Storytelling practices, in fact, even encourage
that with each retelling you ‘throw some
words away’(1) in order to maintain the

voracity of the story’s healing and acculturating function. The Repertoire, then, is
an internalised, embodied memory practice,
and the Archive a static, externalised one.
My research has led me to the awareness
that an understanding of the strengths
and weaknesses of both forms of memorialisation praxis, both Archival and Repertoiric forms, are important in order to
maximise the potential of our social human
body to move forward consciously toward
sustainable futures: both with ourselves,
and with each other. A repertoire practice,
the cairn building, led me to transmute
at the level of my heart: my body feels
different toward my experiences with this
man as a result of this practice. Coming
to terms with articulating that practice to
myself and others, as well as

(1) Pinkola Estes, C. 1995. Women Who Run With the Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman

negotiating its legitimising within the Institution through embracing forms of Archiving, has helped
me extrapolate the effects of this repertoiric engagement toward the general human body. Through
Archival process, I can map to domains otherwise closed to me.
A body requires both a heart and a head. The heart (repertoire) is not complete without the head
(archive), and the head cannot function without its heart. They are both two different forms of
brain. But neither can function without hands; a form of being in the world centred wholly toward
not the past, or future, but the present moment. That is the learning that has occurred through
this project. Through self-observation practice, I came to understand that the act of arriving in a
place, the choreographies of collection, movement and (re)placement of stones…
These all left indelible marks upon the landscapes I wished to preserve in memory, which ironically
altered their ontological nature. Through my efforts to preserve them, I changed them. And through
changing them, I changed. Through an essentialised form of PaR - doing and reflecting upon that
doing and then doing some more ad infinitum- I have come to understand that, at the end of it
all, Too Much Remembering Leads to Forgetting.

This is the use of memory:
For liberation—not less of love but expanding
Of love beyond desire, and so liberation
From the future as well as the past.
- T.S. Eliot, Little Gidding
__________________
Kai Mira is a hybrid human female practicing from the planet Earth, in the Galaxy known as the Milky Way.

at the present moment there are four sites of publicly owned land in sea point, green point and
two sites in the cbd. the province is in the process of making these prime locations available
to the private sector for private investment. this is happening in the midst of a housing crisis
where there is a housing need of near 400 000 households in the western cape; in the midst of
continued commitments to instituting affordable, social housing projects. it is clear that the
project of spatial violence that found its entrenchment in apartheid is still very much underway.
reclaim the city is a campaign that seeks to hold the province to task in ensuring that these parcels of land are used for housing that is affordable and well-located for the poor and working
classes, who are overwhelmingly people of colour. it aims to do this by protesting against the
province to institute mixed-income housing on these areas of land. the campaign has already
been successful in ensuring the freeze of transfer of one of the properties. this is one small step
at ensuring that the legacy of spatial violence against people of colour is addressed in our life
time.
land dispossession in south africa has a long and violent history that can be traced back as
early as 1652 when oom jan van riebeck decided to set up base camp in the cape. what this has
resulted in is centuries of turbulent and traumatic acts of displacement of black people and
the indigenous people of south africa for the benefits of white supremacy. through the years
this process has increased in the sophistication of its violence by entrenching itself in complex
legislation and a socially accepted attitude where land can be owned by an elite few while the
remnants of society, the marginalized and othered are forced to survive by immeasurable displays of unending fortitude and resilience.
last year in 2015 there were enormously virulent fires that broke out over the suburbs of camps
bay and hout bay in cape town, devastating homes and vegetation. the media attention to these
fires, as opposed to the many fires that break out throughout the year in areas such as the
townships of khayelitsha, gugulethu and langa, and the subsequent public support are indicative
of the stigma attached to spaces that have been codified as black and/or brown. this, however,
is a subject for another time and more in depth analysis. the interesting thing about these fires
was a comment that a friend of mine heard from another friend who is involved in the traditional spiritual and medicinal practices of south africa. upon her mentioning the virulence of the
fires and their being accompanied by the #rhodesmustfall protests at the university of cape
town he said that the fires were a sign. a sign that there was a severe spiritual imbalance in cape
town that was seeing its reckoning even amongst the foliage.
the time to comprehensively address the spatial violence that has plagued this country for
centuries is well overdue. the time to account for the burial grounds that have been desecrated
by industrial and architectural expansion, the water systems (water being a potent spiritual moniker) that course below the surface of cape town from table mountain that have been built over
for the maintenance of the neo-colonial project of south africa, is well overdue.
for more information visit the reclaim the city website at
reclaimthecity.org.za
by kopano maroga

land for people! not for profit!

you look down and your feet are moving, one rusty swivel at a time. (the eye of the foot) feel the ground beneath your feet. simultaneously drawn down to the centre of the earth .gravity. being spun .your coil. heat inside your body, twisting you as your feet
move more rapidly. centrifugal force increases and your arms feel lighter, elevated, flying away from you. spinning, your head is
cloudy. the space around you is blurry and the stars in your eyes swish across your decreasing vision. spinning spiningspinningspinnning. spin. the wind is rushing past your face, your nose twinges, your cheeks are full and brushing, your lips carve out a
pathway in the increasingly dense space you are forging.

clunk
clunk
clunk clunk
clunkclunkclickclic
faster and faster as your centre becomes the place from which you move – your gravity.

slowly, your coils begins to turn. pulling. the creek of a large wheel, forgotten or disregarded for a time. the cogs clunk, fitting into
one another, but maybe not as perfectly as they had once done. with each clunk they begin to remember the settled feeling of a
perfect fit. rust flecks begin to gather in your feet: in the crevices of your toes and the wells of your heels. your body remembers as
the cogs start to fit together more smoothly
clunk

and, as you experience it, you are still: constantly connected to the earth and unable to perceive its movement. yet you are spinning,
endlessly and relentlessly day after day, hour after hour, second after second. as you stand here, on this ground you are your own
axis, carving out your own path (this heavenly body). look up: the sky is black and the stars are slightly out of focus. the earth
labours on, reliably, and slowly pulls you into focus. eyelids down, you begin to move ever so slightly from the core of your being:
your stomach, your solar plexus, your house.

in orbit. the earth is spinning: its own entity in a solar system structured by the sun. around and around the earth moves
– relentlessly carving out its path.

SPACE BODY

your chest tugs as your subtle body rebounds at its lowest point and jerks back into your flesh.

SNAP

your subtle body continues rocketing down, down, reacting to the weight and force of the fall. but it is attached to your flesh body.
your skin cannot penetrate the earth.

but your orbit is strange, pulling out, but also pulling down. (axis) your pathways create a funnel of air. spinning, but still being
held down. held down. down, spinning down (your coil isn’t infinite) as your coil tightens to reach its maximum, your fingers swollen with blood. you are connected to the earth, the core, your core, as you spin, tighter and tighter, lower and lower until in one
last gasp, you fall, cascading down, into the earth.

you almost go with the earth now, almost around the sun.

by Julia de Rosenwerth

a body in space.

exhale. you return to the surface of the earth. your limbs have regained some of their weight, some of their touch. the ground is
cold and your eyelashes touch your eyelids. you can now feel the comfortable rhythmic cycle of your breath that moves
your diaphragm up and down. you are here, now, in this moment.

and out.

your body, its edges: less defined, melting into the space around it slightly, like an unfocussed photograph. hovering: like being on
a constant inhalation (an almost suffocating fullness). it seems that your limbs are light. you cannot move to feel them, but they are
light. floaty somehow. and long. you are much taller than you once were, and light. very light. hovering. floating. inhale, in, in, in.

you are on the ground, flat, held down, but also held up. the rebound of the downward force creates a counterforce that lifts you.
you are here, now, in this moment, somewhere near the floor. your eyes are closed and all you can do is feel. feel the vibration and
dizziness just experienced. a wavering touch.
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by Alessandra Griffin
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Where does dance happen?
Intentionally or otherwise, we seem to have arrived in a

culture and society that has decided on very specific places
and contexts where dance is allowed to happen.

From what I’ve observed, coming from my small angle on things,
dance tends to (more or less) occur in the following contexts:

- In the company of small children. This type of dancing can include

bopping, enthusiastic and rhythmic clapping, waving hands in the air, swaying side-to-side, twirling and even small jumps.

- In nightclubs or at parties, usually with the aid of alcohol or other enablers. Often

this dance involves dark and flashing lights (poor visibility, but great effect) in small
or crowded spaces, which can limit movement. This type of dancing varies greatly
according to music, age, gender, sexual agenda etc.

- At weddings (sometimes birthday parties, rituals, feasts or other fun celebratory occasions).
Similar to the above point, but this type of dance is more inter-generational and sometimes
involves a ‘slow dance’ that can be as simple as a sweet, slow rotation.

- Dance classes or rehearsals, big rooms (sometimes with mirrors) where people practise certain

dances and dance moves to show to other people. (An interesting hybrid space that I’m not going to
unpack in this piece) and...

- Stages. A space with the formal intention of performance.

I think I missed a few, but all of those places, except the last one, generally involve quite a
casual kind of performance. Performance is present in all contexts but I like to think that

with the first four examples, the dancing that takes places is generally for oneself - in order

to feel the joy and enjoyment of moving. The performance that happens all the time is often

a by-product of humans just being in a space together (dancing or not). But when it comes to
a stage, the entire space is crafted specifically for this by-product. It is a construction that is
fully devoted to the act of watching.

Things are not usually fuzzy or fluid when it comes to the stage. Generally, we know who is

dancing and we know who is watching. People go there in order to watch people and if you

try and challenge the order of watcher and watched (you know, for art’s sake) audiences can

get a bit cross and who can blame them? Perhaps part of the reason that the stage is ‘magic’ is
because these roles are so defined - we have created a designated watching and performing
space. There is something magical in being allowed to fully commit to watching someone

perform something. Perhaps the magic lies in the contrast that what you are watching is real
because it is right there in front of you, but it is not real because it is performance and there-

fore in some way pretend. It’s a very grown-up and serious way of dealing with play – which is
magic.

But as far as I’m concerned, there seems to be a problem with the traditional structures that
we build around stages. Namely, a certain type of theatre. You know the one I mean, the big

exciting one with curtains and lights and wings and flies and tiered seating that goes up, up,
up right to the back where the sound and the light lives, with God sitting inside. I mean, a
phantom made his home in a theatre like this and then they made an opera about it.

Theatres as we know them today are strange relics from another time. They were the surround sound entertainment area of those European Kings and Queens. A medieval IMAX

where fairies floated past in gauzy silk and peasant girls frolicked whilst the prince watched
on lustily. And then, after the Kings and Queens got very rich (thanks to those faraway coun-

tries, you know) they decided to build more! And here we are in Southern Africa in 2016 with
all these buildings called ‘theatres’ sprinkled around the country (who built these theatres?).
A building is never just a building, a space is never a neutral place. It would be silly to ignore

(which we are all actually quite good at doing a lot of the time) the problems and the historical, cultural agendas that were built into theatres.*

*#DidYouKnow: the Nico Malan Theatre (which only changed its name to the Artscape Theatre in 2001) was
initially a whites-only theatre when it opened in 1971? After a lot of backlash and pressure it allowed all races
onto the premises in 1975, but many black artists and performers continued to boycott the theatre afterwards. It was one of the fanciest and most expensive theatres built in South Africa at the time.

But here they are, here we are. Large theatrical houses that cost money to keep running.

Slightly defeated and defensive dancers and choreographers clambering to get inside, get on

stage, perform to the half-empty audience. (Except when the royalty deigns a visit and comes
to perform for the ex-commonwealth peasants, you know, the Americans and the Russians.

Except when the Capitalized Ballet comes to town, then our medieval IMAX is bursting at the
seams with loyal and cultured balletomanes).

I’m not saying theatres should go anywhere (they’re not going anywhere) or that they should
be burnt down (the apocalypse of culture!) or boycotted (which they kind of are already?).

What I am saying is that theatres do not own stages. Remember that magic I mentioned before, the magic about stages and performances? That magic is certainly not reliant on those

expansive playhouses you’ll find in the cities. The smoke and pomp and velvet curtains lifting
and lowering, these things are not as vital as one thinks.

Sometimes we forget that it is perfectly possible (and actually deeply necessary) to create
new stages. With all due respect to the crumbling ‘un-supported’ theatre culture, we can

joyously set out on finding a space (there are so many spaces!) and go about intentionally naming them stages. It’s all about paying attention to what’s around you and looking for ways

to turn certain spaces into places of performative opportunity. (See Julia’s article Choreogra-

phing Space for more about this!) As artists and creators, as dancers and performers, we can
honour the space of performance, but also re-define the space of performance.

Build your stage within and around your own lifestyle, what you already have is enough.

Start small, think big. Tiny microscopic stages, theatres and audiences are everywhere, one

just has to look and look again. Practise is practise. Work is work. Build and rebuild your own
stage and magic will come.

At least.

This is what I tell myself.

But it’s something I need to tell myself. Otherwise. You know. The Kings and Queens will win.

And we can’t have that.
Nicola van Straaten

one night, in fitful sleep, I awoke clutching my chest as my airways
constricted. my mother rose from sleep with the hand of god to pull
me from my death bed and drive me and my brother to the hospital
in deepest night. the doctors told me that I was a few minutes from
seeing the other side of that river Jordan. my mother, not knowing
how to drive, attributed god for guiding her hand that night. i’ve
begun to think that god must be a black mother: who better knows
what it means to birth a child into the world doomed for death? who
better to give breath to this eternal undying?

i’ve been day dreaming of blood again
river run red vertical gashes through my earth brown wrists
making a noose from which the soil holds me upside down
choking

i’ve been getting my mouth dirty with all this double speak
there is no place more filled with gilded lies
than a university lecture theatre
the way we weave lily-white paper into sheets to cover black bodies
like cadavers in the morgue
even in death our bodies are still their puppets
even in death whiteness resurrects us unbidden
and makes us bojangle, madiba jive for them
until its appetite for humiliation is quenched
speak about social justice as if our words
are not eulogies over the many, many bones
these ivory towers have made tombstones of
this living graveyard
this sacrilegious mausoleum
where still
their names escape us
and still their murderers sit, contemplatively with their boots on our necks
blvckness is the continual catch in the windpipe
nation of emphysematic seraphim
born to bring heaven on earth
at the sacrifice of our night sky cherubim

choreographies of the soft palette (part i)
by kopano maroga

Choreographing Space
by Julia de Rosenwerth

When putting together the nuts and bolts
of a choreographic work, the following
items usually come to mind: movement,
music, money (this should be first on
the list because it’s so stressful). Maybe
sometimes the question of where to present
does cross one’s mind, but almost never
prior to considering the economic concerns of capacity, availability and capital.
I’ll be honest; these are extremely limiting
factors which make choosing a space incredibly difficult, but I’m not going to get into
a (nonetheless necessary) discussion about
economic capital, power and art here (but
just wait!).

Basically, your body is already in space
before you start dancing because it’s all
around you: it’s absurdly omnipresent!
And so, space is an extremely important factor to consider when making
choreography and not just because it’s
everywhere (always). Space also has the
ability to be one of the main contributing
factors to an artwork. This is because it
contains the potential to create formal,
aesthetic, emotional, social and political
significance. I would argue that these are
all the possible aspects you would need to
make an artwork meaningful / impactful /
challenging etc...

As Nicola explains in an earlier article,
dance has moved WAY beyond the proscenium arch. The process of choreography
demands an interrogation into the concept
of space. Not only is what is happening
important, but where it is happening too.

On the one side of the spectrum you
have space in all its formal glory. You can
make a work interesting by playing with
the physical properties of space – that is,
the lines, patterns, formations, levels and
directions of the bodies in space. But how
many times have you seen ensembles in
three lines with all the dancers front-on
and staggered (for best audience
viewing opportunities)? And just how
many diagonals does it take to get your
attention wandering? Not that many actually. Experimenting with unusual spatial
relations and floor patterns can bring
interest and visual delight to a choreographic work.

Space is actually a complex consideration.
Each physical location has a general space
and atmosphere to it. As you stand in that
space, there is physical space around your
body too: your kinesphere, as it’s called.
There are also the levels you occupy in
space (low, medium, high), the pathways
you travel through space and the directions
you face in space (to the right corner, to the
left). These are essentially the beginnings of
Laban Movement analysis (Google it, very
interesting stuff).

Picture five dancers clustered together in
tight proximity at the back, left-hand side
of the stage whilst one dancer stands flaton toward the audience at the front, right
hand side of the stage.

Immediately this deviates from predictable
spatial patterns (diagonals, lines, halfmoons) and introduces an unconventional
element to a work. Now, I agree that this visual stimulation is awesome but what space
can do goes far, far beyond this.

Simple spatial relations have the potential
to transcend geometry and this is fully due
to the meaningful links and connections we
humans bring to and confer onto what we
see. I am beginning to think that that is just
what we do and subsequently it is a large
part of what makes art, well…. art.
Back to our stage visual: five dancers clustered together away from the audience brings
a sense of togetherness between the cluster,
but also possible notions of fear too, due to
their close proximity to each other. This is in
contrast to the solo dancer at the front of the
stage, who may, for example, project an aura
of confidence in their aloneness.
Beyond simple emotional associations,
these spatial relations have the potential
to generate somatic/felt experiences in the
audience. One might feel a ‘pang’ as a dancer
breaks from the cluster or a ‘pushing’ back as
the dancer comes toward the audience, for
example.
There is a host of possible emotional meanings and somatic experiences we could
associate with this little scene, and in turn,
spatial formations and relations in general.
A lot of this depends on the subjectivity of
the people watching the work.

Choreographic sensitivity to space can
allow for an emotional and sensorial
journey in the audience, which is very
cool, but space has the potential to be
even cooler.
Space can be used as a tool to deconstruct
and interrogate social and conceptual
conventions. I’m going to carry on with
the little scene I have been discussing. In
this work, the choreographer might have
been interested in exploring the idea of
spectating and the relationship between
the audience and performers. Think about
the performer standing face-on to the
audience.
If put in the correct context, the performer’s eye contact and close proximity to
the audience becomes a ‘social’ connection and an acknowledgement of the
audience’s presence *breaking that fourth
wall*. In this scene, spatial proximity is
being used as a choreographic tool to
generate social connections, which can
become a relevant means of deconstructing performative concepts. This is made
possible by the general space that the
whole show is being performed in. I can
explain this in terms of bodies.
Our physical bodies are the means
through which we move through and
connect with the world and since they
hold certain historical, experiential, racial,
social, cultural and economic information, they are inherently political. We can
think of locations, buildings and general
spaces like bodies too.

Each space has a historical context, which
makes it what it is, and thus, if a performance
is situated in that space, its historical information gets conferred onto the performance
too (whether we like it or not and despite the
choreographer’s choice to engage with this
content or not).
This historical context is political and can
be taken into account and interrogated as
part, or all, of the actual choreography. In my
example, this direct and sometimes affronting connection between performers and
spectators gains power by virtue of being in
a theatre.
Historically, theatrical works have been
performed as if the audience were not there
or not influencing the work in any way. Thus,
when a performer makes that connection
and acknowledges the audience and their
effect on the performance in a theatre space,
it is a direct challenge to historical modes
of performance located and associated with
these spaces! How awesome?
But let’s not get too bogged down here. It
doesn’t need to be so technical. Choreographic works don’t even need to involve theatres at all. Site-specific dance, which often
happens in public spaces, unusual places and
non-performance environments is another
great illustration of what it means to consider
the space you’re performing in and how to
create the work around/for/in that specific
space.

For example, performing in a space that has
huge metal installations may involve trying
all possible means to reach the top of the
structures. As you can imagine this task, and
thus this performance, couldn’t happen at the
beach or on a stage at all.
In this instance, the performance is made
for that space; it is dependent on that space
and cannot exist without that space – it is of
utmost importance to the work.
In other scenarios, the space of a bustling
thoroughfare might be your location of
choice for a performance that explores the
idea of public and private space, unpredictability, disruption, fun, games, crowd
organization and so on. The possibilities are
endless!
To end off my meanderings, I’ll leave you
with the notion that space has many dimensions (pun intended) and considering the
whole of it, in all of its complexities and contradictions, is relevant to both the creation
and the watching of choreographic work.

